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Abstract
We use supersymmetry to address the little hierarchy problem in Randall-
Sundrum models by naturally generating a hierarchy between the IR scale and
the electroweak scale. Supersymmetry is broken on the UV brane which triggers
the stabilization of the warped extra dimension at an IR scale of order 10 TeV.
The Higgs and top quark live near the IR brane whereas light fermion gen-
erations are localized towards the UV brane. Supersymmetry breaking causes
the first two sparticle generations to decouple, thereby avoiding the supersym-
metric flavour and CP problems, while an accidental R-symmetry protects the
gaugino mass. The resulting low-energy sparticle spectrum consists of stops,
gauginos and Higgsinos which are sufficient to stabilize the little hierarchy be-
tween the IR scale and the electroweak scale. Finally, the supersymmetric little
hierarchy problem is ameliorated by introducing a singlet Higgs field on the IR
brane.
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1 Introduction
A warped extra dimension provides a natural way to explain hierarchies in the stan-
dard model. In the five-dimensional (5D) warped geometry the local cutoff is position
dependent. By localizing the Higgs sector on the infrared (IR) brane, the Higgs cutoff
can be naturally of order the TeV scale, thereby providing a solution to the gauge
hierarchy problem [1]. Furthermore by placing the standard model fermions in the
bulk, large hierarchies in the Yukawa couplings can be explained by a wavefunction
overlap with the Higgs boson in the extra dimension [2–4]. This fermion and Higgs
geography in the slice of AdS5 therefore provides a novel framework to address hier-
archies in the standard model without symmetries or hierarchies in the 5D Yukawa
couplings (often referred to as anarchic couplings).
However, with anarchic couplings, CP -violating processes mediated by Kaluza-
Klein (KK) modes are in excess of experimental bounds unless the IR scale is at
least O(10 TeV) [5–7]. Although this bound can be avoided with additional structure
(such as flavour symmetries, see e.g. [8]), electroweak precision tests still require an
IR scale larger than the electroweak scale. To obtain the correct Z-boson mass, some
tuning is needed. This is a manifestation of the little hierarchy problem [9] that also
plagues other solutions to the gauge hierarchy problem.
A well-known way to protect the Higgs from radiative corrections is supersym-
metry (SUSY). Usually, it is supposed to stabilize the entire hierarchy between the
electroweak and the Planck scale. In this paper, we will instead entertain the pos-
sibility that SUSY protects the Higgs only up to O(10 TeV) and that warping (or
compositeness in the dual picture) is responsible for the remaining hierarchy up to the
Planck scale. For this purpose, a reduced form of SUSY is sufficient. Since the Higgs
in warped models is localized near the IR brane, loops are cut off at a warped-down
scale ΛIR. The one-loop correction to the Higgs mass due to a quark is
1
∆m2H = −
3
8π2
y2q Λ
2
IR
∼ −(10mq)2, (1)
where yq is the Yukawa coupling and mq the mass of the quark. In the last step,
we have assumed that ΛIR = O(10 TeV) and tan β = O(1). In this case, only the
top loop correction is in excess of the electroweak scale and stops are the only light
superpartners required to protect the Higgs from the quark sector.2 Similarly, no
lepton superpartners have to be light (or even present at all). Gauge bosons and
the Higgs itself, on the other hand, lead to sizeable corrections whose cancellation
requires light gauginos and Higgsinos. This reduced spectrum of superpartners is all
1We will later consider the Higgs sector of the NMSSM, with two Higgs doublets and a singlet,
and the (lightest CP -even) Higgs is an admixture of these fields. Depending on the mixing angles,
up-type and/or down-type quarks couple additionally suppressed to this Higgs. Here and below, we
will for simplicity assume that the admixture is such that Eq. (1) remains approximately valid.
2Then the left-handed sbottom is of course light as well. Sbottoms and staus become important
for large tanβ. As we will discuss, however, we focus on small tanβ in this paper.
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that is needed to protect the Higgs up to O(10 TeV). This is similar in spirit to
Little Higgs models [10] except that our warped model provides a UV completion for
energies above 10 TeV.
There is an important advantage if stops, gauginos and Higgsinos are the only
superpartners near the electroweak scale. As is well-known, squarks and sleptons lead
to excessive flavour and CP violation if the mediation of SUSY breaking is not flavour-
blind. These problems are avoided if the superpartners of the first two generations are
very heavy. For this reason, highly non-degenerate sparticle spectra were considered
already long ago [11,12]. Naturalness, however, does not allow the relevant sparticles
to become sufficiently heavy to entirely solve the flavour and CP problems [13–16].
Since the hierarchy problem is mainly solved by warping/compositeness in our case,
we have no such constraints.
To decouple the superpartners of the first two generations is straightforward in a
warped model [17]. We break SUSY at a high scale on the ultraviolet (UV) brane.
Since the light standard model fermions are localized near that brane, their super-
partners feel SUSY breaking maximally and obtain high masses. Stops and Higgsinos,
on the other hand, are localized near the IR brane and remain light. Generically, how-
ever, gauginos also obtain high masses since they have a sizeable wavefunction overlap
with the UV brane. It was pointed out in [18] that the gauginos can be protected if
the theory has an R-symmetry.3 This is analogous to how gauginos are kept light in
split SUSY [20, 21].
In this paper, we extend the work of [17] and [18] as follows:4 Having protected
gauginos, stops and Higgsinos from SUSY breaking on the UV brane, we have to
transmit SUSY breaking to the IR brane. In order to generate a little hierarchy,
the resulting soft masses of these superpartners should lie a factor O(100) below
the IR scale (which is of order 10 TeV). As the IR scale is set by the mechanism
which stabilizes the extra dimension, we address the transmission of SUSY breaking
and radion stabilization at the same time. To achieve both, we introduce a bulk
hypermultiplet which obtains an F -term from the SUSY-breaking sector on the UV
brane. We also add a constant superpotential on the IR brane. The energy density
from both sectors leads to a radion-dependent potential and allows us to stabilize the
extra dimension at an IR scale of order 10 TeV. Moreover, the bulk F -term naturally
gives soft masses to superpartners in the IR which are a factor O(100) below the
IR scale. Since these soft masses set the scale of electroweak symmetry breaking,
our model generates and stabilizes the little hierarchy between the IR scale and the
electroweak scale. The resulting mass spectrum is depicted in Fig. 1.
Moreover, we emphasize the (well-known) fact that the Minimal Supersymmetric
3An alternative possibility to protect gauginos from SUSY breaking on the UV brane may be
to localize the vector multiplets towards the IR brane. The localization of gauge bosons in warped
space was discussed in [19].
4The combination of SUSY and gauge-Higgs unification to stabilize the little hierarchy was
considered in [22].
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Figure 1: Mass spectrum of superpartners and KK modes in our model: Gauge bosons
and IR-localized particles have superpartners near the electroweak scale, whereas
scalar partners of UV-localized fermions have masses above 1000 TeV. The KK towers
of all particles start around 30 TeV. Note that the depicted spectrum below that
scale is valid under certain (well-motivated) assumptions. These are discussed in
Sect. 4. The LSP N˜1 is then dominantly Higgsino and the lightest CP -even Higgs
h is relatively heavy. We have not depicted the other fermions and scalars from the
Higgs sector. The radion ω is stabilized around the soft scale. The gravitino, finally,
is not shown as its mass is model-dependent. In the cases of interest, however, it is
not the LSP.
Standard Model (MSSM) has its own little hierarchy problem. It stems from the fact
that the quartic Higgs coupling in the MSSM is determined by the electroweak gauge
couplings. This results in an upper bound on the tree-level mass of the (lightest CP -
even) Higgs, which can never be larger than the Z-boson mass, in violation of the
LEP bound. Although the Higgs mass can be raised by radiative corrections with
heavy stops, this reintroduces some tuning to obtain the right vacuum expectation
value (vev) for the Higgs.
To avoid reintroducing the little hierarchy problem via SUSY, we include a singlet
S with a superpotential term λSHuHd (where Hu and Hd are the two Higgs super-
fields), analogous to the NMSSM. This gives an additional contribution to the Higgs
quartic coupling that raises the Higgs mass already at tree-level. If the NMSSM is
the full theory to the GUT scale, the size of λ is restricted by perturbativity making
it difficult to raise the Higgs mass above the LEP bound; however, in our warped
model the singlet lives on the IR brane and λ therefore has to be perturbative only
up to the IR scale. Accordingly, the tree-level mass can be much larger than in the
3
NMSSM. This framework, where the Higgs mass in SUSY is raised with large λ but
the theory is valid only up to O(10 TeV), was dubbed λSUSY in [23]. Our warped
model can be viewed as a UV completion of λSUSY.5 Extending the Higgs sector has
the further advantage that a vev of the singlet can generate the µ-term at the right
scale [24] (which would be too large if set by the IR scale).
As usual, our warped model can be given a dual interpretation: It corresponds
to a strongly-coupled superconformal field theory which has weakly gauged global
symmetries (corresponding to the standard model gauge group) and which couples
to elementary fermions (leading to partially composite standard model fermions).
SUSY is broken at a high scale in the UV (preserving an R-symmetry to protect the
gauginos) but the theory runs towards a supersymmetric fixed point in the IR [18].
The hypermultiplet that obtains an F -term and a vev from the UV brane is dual to
an operator that is added to the theory in the UV. This operator is responsible for
the stabilization of the dilaton (dual to the radion) and the transmission of SUSY
breaking to the IR. In this paper, however, we will focus on the gravity side of the
gauge-gravity duality.
The outline of this paper is as follows: In Section 2 we show how the radion is
stabilized by a SUSY-breaking potential on the UV brane and a constant superpo-
tential on the IR brane. This naturally generates an IR scale of order 10 TeV. In
Section 3 we first calculate the effects of the SUSY breaking on the UV brane that
is transmitted to the bulk standard model fields via a UV-localized messenger sec-
tor. The first-two-generation sparticles are shown to obtain masses above 1000 TeV,
thereby alleviating flavour-violation problems, while gauginos, stops and Higgsinos
remain light. The transmission of SUSY breaking to the IR brane is then shown to
give soft masses for stops and the Higgs sector which are hierarchically smaller than
the IR scale. Gaugino masses of the same order are obtained either from radion me-
diation or from a suppressed operator on the UV brane. A discussion of the NMSSM
Higgs sector on the IR brane and how it ameliorates the supersymmetric little hier-
archy problem is given in Section 4. In Section 5 we provide further details of how
the little hierarchy is generated. Electroweak and flavour constraints in our model
are discussed in Section 6. In Section 7 we give concluding remarks. Finally, there
are two appendices which provide further details on the stabilization mechanism and
present an example messenger sector on the UV brane.
2 Radion stabilization
To construct models as outlined in the introduction, our starting point is a super-
symmetric Randall-Sundrum model [3,27]. The action for the supergravity multiplet
is given in [3, 27] but will not be needed for our purposes. The background metric
5The phenomenology of λSUSY was further explored in [24, 25]. Other UV completions were
presented in [26].
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is [1]
ds2 = gMNdx
MdxN = e−2k|y| ηµνdx
µdxν + dy2 , (2)
where k is the AdS curvature scale and ηµν = diag(−1,+1,+1,+1) is the Minkowski
metric. The 5th dimension is an S1/Z2 orbifold and y denotes the 5th coordinate.
The orbifold fixed points, y = 0 and y = ℓ, are the positions of two 3-branes.
Let us define and fix some scales for later use: As usual, we call the warped-
down AdS scale mIR ≡ e−kℓk the IR scale. It determines the mass gap of KK modes
mKK ≈ πmIR. We denote the cutoff (or the scale of new physics) on the IR brane by
ΛIR and the five- and four-dimensional Planck scales by M5 and M4, respectively.
The former determines the latter via the relationM24 ≃M35 /k. For simplicity, we will
assume that ΛIR = e
−kℓM5. To have at least one KK mode in each tower before the
theory becomes strongly coupled, the cutoff ΛIR has to be larger than the KK scale
mKK. Since we want a relatively high IR scale, we need a little hierarchy 10 − 100
between the IR scale and the electroweak scale mEW. To stabilize this little hierarchy,
the masses mIR
soft
of Higgsinos, gauginos and stops should lie only some small factor
above the electroweak scale. For simplicity, we will often identify mIR
soft
with mEW in
numerical estimates.
We will now explain how we stabilize the extra dimension. For the stabilization,
we follow [28] and include an additional hypermultiplet in the bulk. It is convenient
to write this hypermultiplet in terms of two chiral superfields Φ and Φ˜ of N = 1
SUSY. On both branes, we impose even boundary conditions on Φ and odd boundary
conditions on Φ˜. This breaks the N = 2 SUSY of the bulk theory down to N = 1
SUSY on the branes. On the UV brane there is a sector which breaks the remaining
N = 1 SUSY completely. We assume that this sector induces an F -term for the
hypermultiplet which we model with a SUSY-breaking potential V . The Lagrangian
then reads [29]
L5 ⊃
∫
d4θ
[
e−2k|y|
(
Φ†Φ + Φ˜†Φ˜
)
+ δ(y) V (Φ, F )
]
+
[∫
d2θ e−3k|y| Φ˜
(
∂y +
(
c′ − 3
2
)
kǫ(y)
)
Φ + h.c.
]
, (3)
where we parametrize the mass of the hypermultiplet by the dimensionless constant
c′ and ǫ(y) ≡ ∂y|y|. Due to the assignment of boundary conditions, Φ˜ does not couple
to brane potentials and we have correspondingly omitted it from the SUSY-breaking
potential V . We have written the SUSY-breaking potential as a superfield spurion,
V = −θ4U , with U a function of the lowest component and F -term of Φ. In an
abuse of notation, we denote the lowest component by Φ, whereas F is the F -term.
Similarly, the bosonic components of Φ˜ are respectively denoted by Φ˜ and F˜ .
Expanding the hypermultiplet, Φ = Φ + θ2F + . . . and Φ˜ = Φ˜ + θ2F˜ + . . ., the
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action yields the following equations of motion for vevs of the scalars and F -terms:
e−3k|y| ∂yΦ + e
−3k|y|
(
c′ − 3
2
)
kǫ(y) Φ + e−2k|y|F˜ † = 0 (4)
∂yF +
(
c′ − 3
2
)
kǫ(y)F = 0 (5)
e−3k|y| ∂yΦ˜ − e−3k|y|
(
c′ +
3
2
)
kǫ(y) Φ˜ − e−2k|y|F † = −δ(y)∂U
∂F
(6)
e−3k|y| ∂yF˜ − e−3k|y|
(
c′ +
3
2
)
kǫ(y) F˜ = −δ(y)∂U
∂Φ
. (7)
The bulk parts of these equations of motion are solved by
F = FUV e
(4−∆)k|y| F˜ = F˜IR ρ
∆−1 e(∆−1)k|y|ǫ(y) (8)
Φ =
(
ΦUV +
F˜ †IR ρ
∆−1
(2∆− 4)k
)
e(4−∆)k|y| − F˜
†
IR ρ
∆−1
(2∆− 4)ke
∆k|y| (9)
Φ˜ = ǫ(y)
[(
Φ˜IRρ
∆−1 +
F †UV ρ
2∆−6
(2∆− 6)k
)
e(∆−1)k|y| − F
†
UV
(2∆− 6)ke
(5−∆)k|y|
]
. (10)
We use the shorthands ρ ≡ e−kℓ and ∆ ≡ c′ + 5
2
, where ∆ represents the dimension
of the operator dual to the bulk field Φ. As in [28], we parametrize the bulk solutions
by the values of Φ and F at the UV brane and those of Φ˜ and F˜ at the IR brane:
ΦUV ≡ lim
y→0+
Φ, Φ˜IR ≡ lim
y→ℓ−
Φ˜ etc. (11)
These parameters are determined by boundary conditions which follow from the
boundary pieces in the equations of motion:
Φ˜UV = −1
2
∂U
∂FUV
F˜UV = −1
2
∂U
∂ΦUV
Φ˜IR = 0 F˜IR = 0 .
(12)
Using the bulk wavefunctions and boundary conditions in Eq. (3) and integrating
over the extra dimension, one obtains the contribution of the hypermultiplet to the
effective four-dimensional (4D) potential. It will be useful to write this potential in
a superfield form, for which one finds [28]
V4 ⊃
∫
d4θ
[
−V + 1
2
(
Φ
∂V
∂Φ
+ F
∂V
∂F
+ h.c.
)]
UV
=
[
U(Φ, F ) +
(
ΦF˜ + Φ˜F + h.c.
)]
UV
,
(13)
where the quantities in brackets are to be evaluated on the UV brane.
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The potential U(Φ, F ) explicitly breaks SUSY. We imagine that it originates from
a supersymmetric coupling of the chiral multiplet Φ to a SUSY-breaking spurion on
the UV brane. To fix the scales in the SUSY-breaking potential, we will assume that
the relevant interactions are Yukawa couplings,
L5 ⊃ δ(y)
∫
d2θ
(
yij√
k
ΦZiZj +
yi
k
Φ2Zi
)
+ h.c. , (14)
where the chiral multiplets Zi are localized on the UV brane and couple to or be-
long to the SUSY-breaking sector (which contains the spurion). We have written the
couplings in terms of the AdS scale and dimensionless constants yij and yi, whose
nonvanishing entries we expect to be of order one. Under this assumption, each Φ and
F in the SUSY-breaking potential comes with a factor k−1/2. We will furthermore
assume that the only other scale in the potential is the SUSY-breaking scale MSUSY.
As we will find below, we are interested in an intermediate scale mIR ≪ MSUSY ≪M5.
This scale could arise from dynamical SUSY breaking or from SUSY breaking in the
IR of another throat (both possibilities being related via gauge-gravity duality).
Let us now evaluate the effective 4D potential. For simplicity, we focus on a simple
potential U(Φ, F ) in the following. We show in Appendix A, however, that our results
on radion stabilization and SUSY breaking remain unchanged for a generic potential.
More precisely, we consider a source term for F and a mass term for Φ:
U(Φ, F ) =
(
eiϕU
M2
SUSY√
k
F + h.c.
)
+
M2
SUSY
k
|Φ|2 . (15)
Here we have fixed the scales according to the assumption discussed before and ϕU
is a phase. Using the boundary conditions Eq. (12), we find:
F˜ ≡ 0 Φ ≡ 0
F †
UV
= eiϕU
∆− 3
1− ρ2∆−6
√
kM2
SUSY
Φ˜UV = −e
iϕU
2
M2
SUSY√
k
.
(16)
Via FUV, the potential picks up a dependence on the radion ρ = e
−kℓ. In a su-
persymmetric theory, the radion is part of a chiral multiplet [29] which has another
scalar degree of freedom. To obtain the dependence of the potential on this additional
scalar, we start from the superfield form of the potential in Eq. (13) and promote
the radion ρ to a chiral superfield ω by analytic continuation into superspace [28,30].
As before, we denote the lowest component of the superfield ω by the same letter.
From Eq. (13), we then find the following contribution of the hypermultiplet to the
4D effective potential:
V4 ⊃ 1
2
∆− 3
1− ω2∆−6M
4
SUSY
+ h.c. . (17)
To stabilize the radion, we need another ω-dependent contribution to the poten-
tial. To this end, we add a constant superpotential on the IR brane. As we will see
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shortly, the energy density in the resulting minimum of the potential is positive. In
order to tune the cosmological constant to zero, we therefore add another constant
superpotential on the UV brane. Such constant superpotentials can for example arise
from gaugino condensates. The resulting 4D effective Lagrangian is [30]
L4 ⊃ 3M
3
5
k
∫
d4θ
(|ω|2 − |φ|2) + [∫ d2θ (eiϕUVC3
UV
φ3 + eiϕIRC3
IR
ω3
)
+ h.c.
]
⊃ 3M
3
5
k
(|Fω|2 − |Fφ|2) + 3 (eiϕUVC3UV Fφ + eiϕIRC3IR Fω ω2 + h.c.) , (18)
where φ = 1 + θ2Fφ is the chiral compensator of supergravity. We have written the
constant superpotentials in terms of mass scales CUV and CIR and phases ϕUV and ϕIR,
respectively. Note that the Lagrangian has no additional dependence on the F -terms
Fφ and Fω coming from Eq. (13) since the d
4θ-integral has to act on the θ4 in the
superfield spurion V to give a nonzero result. The equations of motion are thus
F †φ = e
iϕUV k
(
CUV
M5
)3
F †ω = −eiϕIR k
(
CIR
M5
)3
ω2 . (19)
Plugging the F -terms back into Eq. (18) (and using the relation M24 ≃M35 /k), the
contributions of the constant superpotentials to the potential are
V4 ⊃ 3 C
6
IR
M24
|ω|4 − 3 C
6
UV
M24
. (20)
We assume that the sector on the UV brane breaks SUSY at an intermediate scale
mIR ≪ MSUSY ≪M5. We now use the hierarchy MSUSY/M5 to stabilize the radion ω
at an exponentially small value. The ω-dependent part of the potential Eqs. (17) and
(20) reads
V4 ⊃ 3 C
6
IR
M24
|ω|4 + (∆− 3)M4
SUSY
|ω|2∆−6 cos γ + M4
SUSY
· O(ω4∆−12) , (21)
where we have defined γ ≡ (2∆− 6) argω and expanded the potential for ∆ > 3 and
|ω| ≪ 1.6 We first minimize with respect to argω. This fixes argω = π/(2∆− 6), so
that cos γ = −1.7 Minimizing with respect to |ω|, we find that the radion is stabilized
at
|ω| ≃
[
∆− 3√
6
M2
SUSY
M4
C3
IR
] 1
5−∆
. (22)
6More precisely, the expression for γ is correct for argω ∈ [−π, π]. For other values, argω in γ
must be projected onto this interval via 2π-shifts. This ensures 2π-periodicity of cos γ with respect
to argω.
7More precisely, cos γ = −1 is the minimum for ∆ ≥ 3.5. Moreover, there are two such minima for
3.5 < ∆ < 4.5 and even more minima for larger values of ∆. For 3.25 < ∆ < 3.5, on the other hand,
the minimum is at 0 > cos γ > −1, whereas for 3 < ∆ < 3.25 there is no minimum with cos γ < 0.
Since we need negative cos γ to obtain the required minimum in the potential, we will exclude the
latter case in the following.
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In Sect. 3.3, we will find that the little hierarchy between the electroweak scale
(more precisely the soft scale on the IR brane) and the IR scale is determined by the
constant superpotential on the IR brane:
mIR
soft
mIR
∼
(
CIR
M5
)3
. (23)
A little hierarchy is thus already obtained for CIR of order (but slightly smaller than)
M5. For MSUSY ≪ M5, we therefore have M4M2SUSY ≪ C3IR and a hierarchically small
|ω| is obtained for ∆ < 5. A minimum with cos γ < 0, on the other hand, is obtained
for ∆ > 3.25 (see footnote 7). We are therefore interested in the range 3.25 < ∆ < 5.
Note that we can use Eqs. (22) and (23) to express the SUSY-breaking scaleMSUSY in
terms of the hierarchy mIR/k, the little hierarchy m
IR
soft
/mIR and the parameter ∆ (and
the ratio k/M4). Once the hierarchy and the little hierarchy are fixed, eitherMSUSY or
∆ remains as a free parameter of our model. We will constrain this parameter further
in Sects. 3.5 and 3.6.
We see from Eq. (18) that the kinetic term of the scalar |ω| has a prefactor
M35 /k, whereas the prefactor for the pseudoscalar argω is |ω|2M35 /k. After canonically
normalizing these fields, we find that their masses in the potential minimum are
mscalar ∼ mpseudoscalar ∼
(
CIR
M5
)3
mIR ∼ mIRsoft . (24)
We have so far implicitly assumed that the backreaction of Φ˜ and F on the metric
can be neglected. We should check whether this is justified. Since the Lagrangian and
the energy-momentum tensor of the hypermultiplet can be expressed solely in terms
of Φ and Φ˜, it is sufficient to perform this check for Φ˜. Since 3.25 < ∆ < 5, we find
that everywhere along the extra dimension
|Φ˜(y)| < |FUV|
(2∆− 6)k e
(5−∆)k|y| .
mIR
soft
mIR
M
3/2
5 . (25)
In the last step, we have evaluated the exponential on the IR brane and used Eqs. (22)
and (23). With a little hierarchy between mIR
soft
and mIR, the vev of Φ˜ is thus ev-
erywhere much smaller than the Planck scale and the backreaction can be safely
neglected.
Let us now show that the minimum Eq. (22) is the global minimum. The ω-
dependent part of the potential to all orders in |ω| reads
V4 ⊃ 3 C
6
IR
M24
|ω|4 + (∆− 3)M4
SUSY
1− |ω|2∆−6 cos γ
1− 2 |ω|2∆−6 cos γ + |ω|4∆−12 . (26)
The only region, where the expansion leading to Eq. (21) is not valid, is for ω close to
1 (since the region ω > 1 is unphysical). The second term in the potential is always
9
positive and of order M4
SUSY
for ω ≤ 1 and dominates in the minimum Eq. (22). In
the region ω close to 1, on the other hand, the first term in the potential dominates
since M4M
2
SUSY
≪ C3
IR
. This shows that the minimum Eq. (22) is indeed the global
minimum.
As usual in supergravity, we have to tune a constant superpotential (on the UV
brane in our case) in order to cancel the energy density coming from the SUSY-
breaking sector. From Eqs. (20) and (26), we see that we have to choose
C3
UV
≃
√
∆− 3
3
M4M
2
SUSY
. (27)
This fixes the mass of the gravitino
mψ3/2 =
C3
UV
M24
∼ mIR
soft
(mIR
k
)4−∆
, (28)
where we have used Eqs. (22) and (23). The gravitino is thus the LSP when ∆ < 4.
3 Transmission of SUSY breaking
We will now discuss how standard model superpartners feel the SUSY breaking. We
assume that quarks, leptons and gauge bosons live in the bulk and that the fermion
mass hierarchy results from the localization of wavefunctions [2, 3].
We consider a generic abelian vector multiplet and hypermultiplet as represen-
tatives of the standard model multiplets in the bulk. It will be useful to write their
action in terms of N = 1 superfields. A bulk vector multiplet consists of a vector
multiplet V and a chiral multiplet χ of N = 1 SUSY and the Lagrangian reads [29]
L5 ⊃
[
1
4
∫
d2θ T W αWα + h.c.
]
+ 2
∫
d4θ
e−(T+T
†)k|y|
T + T †
(
∂yV − 1√
2
(
χ+ χ†
))2
.
(29)
We impose even boundary conditions on V and odd boundary conditions on χ at the
two branes. For later use, we have included the dependence on the radion multiplet
T . It is related to the radion multiplet ω of Sect. 2 by
ω = φ e−kℓT , (30)
where φ is the chiral compensator of supergravity. In our conventions, its lowest
component has a vev 〈|T |〉 = 1 corresponding to 〈|ω|〉 = e−kℓ.
A hypermultiplet consists of two chiral multiplets Q and Q˜ of N = 1 SUSY. The
Lagrangian reads [29]
L5 ⊃
∫
d4θ
1
2
(
T + T †
)
e−(T+T
†)k|y|
(
Q†Q + Q˜†Q˜
)
+
[∫
d2θ e−3Tk|y| Q˜
(
∂y +
(
c− 3
2
)
Tk ǫ(y)
)
Q + h.c.
]
, (31)
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where we parametrize the mass of the hypermultiplet by the dimensionless constant
c. We impose even boundary conditions on Q and odd boundary conditions on Q˜ at
the two branes. For simplicity, we do not include couplings to vector multiplets.
The Higgs sector is localized on the IR brane. As motivated in the introduction,
we consider the Higgs sector of the NMSSM, consisting of Higgs doublets Hu and Hd
and a singlet S. The Lagrangian reads (see [29, 30] for the ω-dependence)
L5 ⊃ δ(y − ℓ)
∫
d4θ ω†ω
(
H†uHu + H
†
dHd + S
†S
)
+ δ(y − ℓ)
[∫
d2θ ω3
(
yuHuQQ + ydHdQQ + λSHuHd +
κ
3
S3
)
+ h.c.
]
,
(32)
where yu, yd, λ and κ are Yukawa couplings and Q represents both doublets and
right-handed fields (respectively the corresponding bulk chiral multiplets). We have
imposed a Z3-symmetry under which Q and the Higgs sector superfields
8 transform
with the phase e2πi/3 whereas Q˜ transforms with the phase e−2πi/3. This forbids di-
mensionful couplings in the superpotential and allows for a solution of the µ-problem
(see Sect. 4).
3.1 Contribution from UV-localized messengers
Heavy messengers transmit the SUSY breaking on the UV brane to the visible sector.
We will assume that these messengers have Yukawa couplings to the standard model
hypermultiplets and the spurion Φ and gauge couplings to the standard model vector
multiplets. We present a simple messenger sector along these lines in Appendix B.
For simplicity, we consider a messenger sector which is localized on the UV brane.
Then due to the assignment of boundary conditions, only the chiral components Q
of standard model hypermultiplets and the components V of standard model vector
multiplets couple to the messengers Xi. The relevant part of the Lagrangian reads
L5 ⊃ δ(y)
∫
d2θ
(
yij1√
k
ΦXiXj +
yi2
k
Φ2Xi +
yij3√
k
QXiXj +
yi4
k
QQXi
)
+ h.c.
+ δ(y)
∫
d4θ
(
g5X
†
i V Xi +
g25
2
X†i V
2Xi
)
, (33)
where we have suppressed indices distinguishing the various standard model multi-
plets Q and V . We have written the Yukawa couplings in terms of the AdS scale
(instead of e.g. the 5D Planck scale) and dimensionless matrices yij1 to y
i
4. We as-
sume that the entries of these matrices are of order one (if they are nonzero). The
8This Z3 is spontaneously broken when the Higgses obtain vevs, leading to dangerous domain
walls in the early universe [31]. Ways around this problem were e.g. discussed in [32].
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gauge couplings g5 furthermore are of order k
−1/2. Integrating out the messengers, in
particular we obtain the term
L5 ⊃ δ(y)
∫
d4θ
Φ†Φ
k2M2X
Q†Q , (34)
where MX is the messenger mass scale. Inserting the wavefunction of the scalar zero-
mode (see e.g. [3]) of the chiral multiplet Q, we find the soft mass
mUVq˜ ∼
|FUV|√
kMX
√
1
2
− c
e2kℓ(
1
2
−c) − 1 ∼
M2
SUSY
MX
×
{
e−kℓ(
1
2
−c) c < 1
2
(IR-localized)
1 c > 1
2
(UV-localized)
(35)
for this particle. The last step is valid for 1
2
− c = O(1).
The messenger sector is generically not flavour-blind and we therefore have to have
masses mq˜ & 1000 TeV for the superpartners of the first and second generation to
avoid excessive flavour and CP violation (see [15] for a recent analysis). At the same
time we have to keep gauginos and stops light. To protect the gauginos, we charge
the stabilizing hypermultiplet (and thus the SUSY-breaking spurion Φ) under a U(1)′
gauge symmetry. This forbids the coupling ΦWαW
α and the leading contribution to
gaugino masses generically is9
L5 ⊃ δ(y)
∫
d4θ
Φ†Φ
k2M3X
W αWα + h.c. . (36)
Inserting the wavefunction of the gaugino zero-mode (which is of order ℓ−1/2 on the
UV brane, see e.g. [3]), we find the soft mass of this particle
mUVg˜ ∼
M4
SUSY
kℓM3X
. (37)
This is suppressed by a factor M2
SUSY
/(M2Xkℓ) compared to the soft mass of UV-
localized scalars. We have to ensure that this contribution to gaugino masses is not
larger than the soft scale on the IR brane. This gives a lower bound on the messenger
scale
MX &
M
4/3
SUSY
m
1/3
IR
, (38)
where we have assumed that mIR ∼ kℓmIRsoft (with kℓ ≈ 30). Using this result in
Eq. (35), we find that the scalar masses for the first two generations (which have
c > 1
2
) can become as large as
mUVq˜ . m
1/3
IR M
2/3
SUSY . 10
9 GeV . (39)
9In Sect. 3.4 we discuss scenarios in which this term does not arise.
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In the last step, we have used a result that is derived in Sect. 3.5: To avoid too
large gaugino masses from radion mediation, the SUSY-breaking scale is constrained
by MSUSY .
√
mIRM4. We have furthermore assumed that mIR ≈ 10 TeV. The soft
masses for the first two generations can thus be much larger than the 1000 TeV
required to avoid problems with flavour and CP violation if the messenger sector is
not flavour-blind.
But we have to ensure that the stops do not pick up too large masses from the UV
brane. These masses strongly depend on the parameter c (see Eq. (35)). In Ref. [33],
assuming an IR scale of 3 TeV, a statistical analysis was used to find that the ‘most
natural’ values for the top-bottom doublet and the right-handed top are c = 0.317
and c = −0.460, respectively. With the former c-value, the ratio between the soft
masses of the left-handed stop (the first line in Eq. (35)) and the first-two-generation
sparticles (the second line in Eq. (35)) is of order 10−3. To ensure that the former is
lighter than a TeV, the latter can therefore at most be 1000 TeV. We note, however,
that small changes in the c-values of IR-localized fields can easily be compensated by
small changes in the 5D Yukawa couplings because their wavefunction overlap with
the IR brane goes only like
√
1/2− c. This allows to localize the top-bottom doublet
more towards the IR brane which in turn allows for larger soft masses on the UV
brane.10 Alternatively, if we want to keep the 5D Yukawa couplings fixed, we can
move all left-handed fields (and in particular the top-bottom doublet) towards the
IR brane so that their wavefunction overlap with that brane is changed by a common
factor. To compensate for this, we can then move the right-handed fields away from
the IR brane (see [33]).
3.2 Breaking of the U(1)′
The U(1)′ is broken by the vev of Φ˜ (see Eq. (16)) and the U(1)′ gauge boson obtains
a bulk mass g′5Φ˜. This lifts the massless mode of the gauge boson. To estimate its
mass, we insert the constant wavefunction of the formerly massless mode into the
bulk mass term and integrate over the extra dimension. Choosing g′5 = O(k−1/2), this
gives the estimate
mzero-mode ∼ m
IR
soft√
kℓ
M4
k
[
1 +
( k
mIR
)∆−4]
. (40)
This mass lies around or above the soft scale mIR
soft
. The standard model is not charged
under U(1)′ and it therefore couples to the gauge boson only via Λ−1
IR
-suppressed
operators. A mass of order the soft scale is then sufficient to avoid collider constraints.
10We have to be careful with localizing the top-bottom doublet more towards the IR brane,
though, as it tightens constraints from the Zb¯b-coupling. Our IR scale is much higher than usual,
on the other hand, which eases these constraints. The viability of this possibility also depends on
whether we impose a custodial symmetry or not (see Sect. 6).
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Note that the U(1)′ is explicitly broken by the simple SUSY-breaking potential
in Eq. (15). We emphasize, though, that this potential is just an example and that
other potentials work equally well as shown in Appendix A. It is furthermore straight-
forward to check that this also applies to U(1)′-invariant potentials. Since Φ˜ (and
generically Φ as well) obtain vevs, these potentials break the U(1)′ spontaneously.
These vevs are U(1)′-breaking spurions that are necessarily present in our model.
We have to check whether these spurions lead to additional contributions to gaugino
masses. As the combination ΦΦ˜ is gauge invariant (see Eq. (3)), the vev of Φ˜ allows
for gaugino masses from the coupling
δ(y)
∫
d2θ Φ∂yΦ˜WαW
α + h.c. . (41)
Here we have taken into account that Φ˜ (being odd) couples only derivatively to
the branes. This term is for example generated if ∂yΦ˜ couples to the messengers, in
analogy to Eq. (33). Assuming that the coupling strength is of order k−3/2, the term
in Eq. (41) is suppressed by
1
k3M2X
. (42)
Using the results for F and Φ˜ from Sect. 2, we find that the resulting gaugino mass
is suppressed by a factor MX/k compared to Eq. (37). The vev of Φ (see Appendix
A), on the other hand, does not lead to additional contributions to gaugino masses:
By SUSY and gauge invariance, the leading coupling of Φ to the gauge field strength
is
δ(y)
∫
d4θΦ†ΦWαW
α + h.c. . (43)
This is the coupling already considered in Eq. (36) and the resulting gaugino mass
does not depend on the vev of Φ. The only terms that depend on this vev af-
ter performing the d4θ-integral are small contributions (suppressed by a factor
(MSUSY/MX)
3) to the kinetic terms of the gauge multiplet.
3.3 Contribution from gravity mediation in the IR
In addition to the soft masses discussed in the last section, which are induced by
messengers on the UV brane, contributions to soft masses also arise from gravity
mediation in the bulk (and on the branes).
We will assume that the third-generation quark doublet and the right-handed top
are sufficiently IR-localized that the gravity-mediated contributions dominate. Since
we contend ourselves with O(1)-precision, we can replace these IR-localized bulk
fields by brane-localized fields. Their 4D effective Lagrangian then reads (see [30] for
the ω-dependence)
L4 ⊃
∫
d4θ ω†ωQ†Q +
(∫
d2θ ω3HuQQ + h.c.
)
, (44)
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where Q represents both the third-generation quark doublet and the right-handed top.
The IR-localized sector also contains the Higgs multiplets whose Lagrangian is given
in Eq. (32). Soft masses for IR-localized multiplets arise from the gravity-mediated
couplings [28, 30]
L4 ⊃
∫
d4θ ω†ω
[
Φ†Φ
]
IR
M35
(
Q†Q+H†uHu +H
†
dHd + S
†S
)
(45)
in the 4D effective Lagrangian, where the bulk spurion Φ is evaluated on the IR
brane. The radion superfield ω determines the appearance of the warp factor in the
Lagrangian. Since dimensionful couplings are forbidden by the Z3-symmetry, it can
be completely eliminated from the Lagrangian in the last two equations and Eq. (32)
via the field redefinitions ωQ → Q etc. Expanding in θ in Eq. (45), we find the soft
masses
mIR
soft
=
|FIR|
M
3/2
5
≃ (∆− 3)M
2
SUSY
M4
|ω|∆−4 ≃
√
6
(
CIR
M5
)3
mIR . (46)
Here we have used Eqs. (8) and (22). We thus find that a little hierarchy between
the soft scale and the IR scale arises when the ratio (CIR/M5)
3 is small. Due to the
third power involved, a little hierarchy is in turn already obtained from a very modest
hierarchy between CIR and M5. We will discuss this little hierarchy in more detail in
Sect. 5.
The couplings ΦWαW
α and ΦWIR would generate gaugino masses and A-terms
around the soft scale mIR
soft
. However, these couplings are forbidden by the U(1)′ and
these soft terms are therefore suppressed:
L5 ⊃ δ(y − ℓ)
∫
d4θ
ω†
ω2
Φ†Φ
M55
WαW
α + h.c. ⇒ mIRg˜ ∼
(mIR
soft
)2
kℓmIR
L5 ⊃ δ(y − ℓ)
∫
d4θ ω†ω
Φ†Φ
M45
WIR + h.c. ⇒ AIR ∼ (m
IR
soft
)2
mIR
.
(47)
In the last step, we have ignored the numerical factor between k and M5. We will
discuss ways to obtain gaugino masses and A-terms of O(mIR
soft
) in Sect. 3.6. Note
that we have assumed that the coupling Φ†ΦWαW
α exists only on the branes (the
gravity-mediated coupling on the UV brane is discussed in the next section). If this
coupling is also present in the bulk, the gaugino mass can be enhanced by a factor
kℓ depending on the profile of F . Note furthermore that the vev of Φ˜ (see Sect. 3.2)
allows for additional contributions to gaugino masses and A-terms. These are how-
ever of the same size as those in Eq. (47). No additional contributions arise, on the
other hand, from a vev of Φ: The only terms that depend on this vev after per-
forming the d4θ-integrals in Eq. (47) are small contributions (suppressed by a factor
(mIR
soft
)2/(MSUSYmIR)) to gauge kinetic terms and superpotential terms.
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3.4 An accidental R-symmetry
We have found that gaugino masses and A-terms are suppressed compared to soft
scalar masses. This suppression can be understood as follows: The visible sector de-
scribed by the Lagrangian in Eqs. (29)–(32) has an R-symmetry if we assign the
charges
R[V ] = R[χ] = 0 , R[Q] = R[Hu] = R[Hd] = R[S] =
2
3
and R[Q˜] =
4
3
.
(48)
This symmetry is accidental because it was not imposed on the theory. The SUSY-
breaking spurion appears only in the U(1)′-invariant combination
Φ†Φ = θ4 |F |2 , (49)
where we have used that Φ ≡ 0 + θ2F .11 Since |F |2 has vanishing R-charge, this ef-
fective spurion does not break the accidental R-symmetry.12 This symmetry prevents
gaugino masses and A-terms at leading order in the messenger scale. The messenger
sector on the UV brane, however, generically breaks the R-symmetry and generates
the R-violating term in Eq. (36) at higher order in M−1X . Similarly, we do not expect
that gravity respects the R-symmetry.13 Gravity loops then induce the R-violating
terms in Eq. (47) at higher order in M−15 . This additional suppression of R-violating
operators by the respective messenger scale is the reason for the smallness of gaugino
masses and A-terms.
This argument shows how the contribution to gaugino masses from the UV brane
can be even further suppressed: If the messengers respect the accidental R-symmetry,
the term in Eq. (36) is not generated. We present a simple messenger sector with this
feature in Appendix B. In this case, the leading contribution to gaugino masses on
the UV brane is mediated by gravity:
L5 ⊃ δ(y)
∫
d4θ
Φ†Φ
M55
W αWα + h.c. ⇒ mUVg˜ ∼
M4
SUSY
kℓM35
. (50)
In the last step, we have ignored the numerical factor between k and M5. This term
is analogous to the gravity-mediated gaugino mass term on the IR brane in Eq. (47).
Since it does not depend on the messenger scale MX , no bound on that scale (as
11For generic SUSY-breaking potentials, Φ usually obtains a vev (see Appendix A). The vev of
Φ˜ moreover allows for another gauge-invariant SUSY-breaking spurion. We have seen in Sects. 3.2
and 3.3, however, that the resulting contributions to gaugino masses and A-terms are comparable
or subdominant to those due to the spurion in Eq. (49). We will therefore ignore these vevs in the
following discussion.
12As the spurion has only a θ4-component, this case was dubbed ‘D-breaking’ in [21].
13If gravity preserves the R-symmetry, the leading contribution to gaugino masses and A-terms
involves an insertion of the constant superpotentials (which explicitly break the R-symmetry) [21].
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in Eq. (38)) arises from the requirement that gauginos are sufficiently light. Corre-
spondingly, soft scalar masses can be raised almost to the SUSY-breaking scale:
mUVq˜ . MSUSY . (51)
The bound on the SUSY-breaking scale coming from Eq. (50) is in turn much weaker
than another bound that we will derive in the next section.
3.5 Contribution from radion mediation
We will now discuss an additional source of R-symmetry breaking: From Eq. (19)
(and since ω = φe−kℓT ), we see that the radion superfield T obtains an F -term
FT =
1
kℓ
(
Fφ − Fω
ω
)
∼ C
3
UV
+ ωC3
IR
M35 ℓ
. (52)
Assigning R[T ] = 0 to make the Lagrangian Eq. (29) R-invariant, we see that the
F -term breaks the accidental R-symmetry of Sect. 3.4. This corresponds to the fact
that the F -term induces a bulk gaugino mass ∼ FT in the Lagrangian Eq. (29).
Assuming that FT ≪ mIR, only the zero-mode is significantly affected by this bulk
mass. Inserting its wavefunction in Eq. (29) and integrating over the extra dimension,
one finds that the zero-mode obtains the mass [29, 34]
mTg˜ =
FT
2
∼ m
IR
soft
kℓ
[
1 +
(mIR
k
)4−∆]
. (53)
In the last step, we have expressed CUV and CIR in terms of the hierarchy mIR/k,
the little hierarchy mIR
soft
/mIR and the parameter ∆ using the results of Sect. 2. To
ensure that gauginos remain light, we need FT ≪ mIR so that the initial assumption
is fulfilled. More precisely, the requirement that mTg˜ . m
IR
soft
restricts the parameter
∆ to the range
∆ ≤ 4 + δ where δ ≃ ln(kℓ)
kℓ
. (54)
Using Eqs. (22) and (23), this can equivalently be written as a condition on the
SUSY-breaking scale MSUSY. Assuming that mIR ∼ mIRsoftkℓ (with kℓ ≈ 30), this gives
MSUSY .
√
mIRM4 . (55)
Finally, let us discuss radion-mediated contributions to other soft terms. The
radion F -term induces a soft scalar mass in the hypermultiplet Lagrangian Eq. (31).
For FT ≪ mIR, the zero-mode obtains the mass [29]
mTq˜ =
∣∣∣∣∣ (12 − c) kℓ FT2 sinh [(1
2
− c)kℓ]
∣∣∣∣∣ . (56)
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This contribution is maximal, mTq˜ = FT/2 . m
IR
soft
, for hypermultiplets with c = 1/2
but quickly becomes smaller away from c = 1/2. Since hypermultiplets with c close to
1/2 obtain much larger soft masses from the UV brane (see Eq. (35)), it is negligible.
On the IR brane, the radion superfield ω (which contains T ) can be eliminated
from the Lagrangian via field redefinitions (see Sect. 3.3).14 But soft terms sourced
by FT nevertheless arise via anomaly mediation. The order parameter for anomaly
mediation on the IR brane is Fω/ω [35] so that
mamsb
soft
∼ Fω
16π2 ω
∼ m
IR
soft
16π2
≪ mIR
soft
. (57)
In the last step, we have used Eqs. (19) and (46). This contribution is again negligible.
3.6 Gaugino masses
To generate gaugino masses and A-terms of O(mIR
soft
), we could break the U(1)′ again
(cf. Sect. 3.2) on the IR brane to allow the couplings ΦWαW
α and ΦWIR. Once these
terms are allowed, however, a tadpole for Φ is also allowed:
L5 ⊃ δ(y − ℓ)
∫
d2θ ω3M
3/2
0 Φ + h.c. , (58)
where M0 is a mass scale. This superpotential term gives a correction of order [28]
√
kM
3/2
0 M
2
SUSY
ω∆−1 + h.c. (59)
to the potential Eq. (21). By comparing the correction evaluated in the minimum
Eq. (22) with the other terms in the potential, we see that for
M0 > M5
(
mIR
soft
mIR
)2/3
(60)
the minimum is destabilized. Since natural scales forM0 are M5 or k, we expect that
this generically happens when we break the U(1)′. We therefore choose not to break
the U(1)′ additionally on the IR brane.15
To generate sufficiently large gaugino masses, we could use the radion-mediated
contribution discussed in the last section. Gaugino masses of O(mIR
soft
) are obtained
when the bounds in Eqs. (54) and (55) are saturated. To this end, we have to choose
∆ ≃ 4.1 and MSUSY ∼ 1011 GeV (61)
14Correspondingly, the tree-level contribution Eq. (56) vanishes for IR-localized superfields in the
limit c→ −∞.
15Note moreover that even if the coupling ΦWαW
α is allowed on the IR brane, the resulting
gaugino mass is volume-suppressed by the factor kℓ compared to the soft scale mIRsoft.
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for mIR = O(10 TeV). This SUSY-breaking scale is comparable to the intermediate
scale considered in models of anomaly-mediated or gravity-mediated SUSY breaking.
The parameter ∆, on the other hand, is the dimension of the operator dual to the
multiplet Φ. This dual operator is thus marginally irrelevant.
However, Eq. (53) shows that radion-mediated gaugino masses and soft masses of
IR-localized fields are of the same order only for finely tuned ∆ due to the exponen-
tial dependence on ∆. To avoid this issue, we make use of the messenger-mediated
contribution to gaugino masses in Eq. (37). This has the advantage that the gaugino
masses have only a power-law dependence on the messenger scale MX which there-
fore does not have to be finely tuned. Gaugino masses of O(mIR
soft
) are obtained if we
choose the messenger scale (assuming mIR ∼ kℓmIRsoft)
MX ∼ M
4/3
SUSY
m
1/3
IR
. (62)
To ensure that gauginos obtain their masses dominantly from messenger mediation
and not from radion mediation, we have to require that ∆ satisfies the bound in
Eq. (54) or equivalently that MSUSY . 10
11 GeV. To have masses mq˜ & 1000 TeV
for the superpartners of the first and second generation (thereby avoiding the SUSY
flavour problem), the messenger scale has to fulfill
MX .
M2
SUSY
1000 TeV
, (63)
where we have used eq. (35). Assuming mIR = O(10 TeV) in eq. (62), we then see
that the SUSY-breaking scale has to satisfy MSUSY & 10
7 GeV to obtain sufficiently
large scalar masses for the first two generations. These two requirements restrict the
range of the remaining free parameter, MSUSY or equivalently ∆, of our model.
4 Electroweak symmetry breaking and the LSP
We will now review aspects of electroweak symmetry breaking and the mass spectrum
in models with large Higgs-singlet coupling λ. The Higgs potential is determined by
the superpotential in Eq. (32) and the D-term contributions
VHiggs ⊃ 1
8
(
g21 + g
2
2
) (|Hu|2 − |Hd|2)2 + 1
2
g22
∣∣∣H†dHu∣∣∣2 . (64)
Here g1 and g2 are the gauge couplings of U(1)Y and SU(2)L, respectively. SUSY
breaking in addition induces the soft terms
VHiggs ⊃ m2Hu |Hu|2 +m2Hd |Hd|2 +m2S|S|2 −
(
aλSHuHd +
1
3
aκS
3 + h.c.
)
. (65)
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The Higgs-singlet coupling in the superpotential contributes to the quartic Higgs
coupling. This changes the well-known upper bound on the tree-level mass of the
lightest CP -even Higgs to (see e.g. [36])
m2h ≤ m2Z
(
cos2 2β +
2λ2
g21 + g
2
2
sin2 2β
)
, (66)
where mZ is the Z-mass. For small tan β and large λ, the (tree-level) Higgs mass can
thus be much larger than without the singlet and can be raised above the LEP bound
of 114 GeV. We therefore focus on this regime in the following. We note that small
tan β . 3 is also favoured by electroweak precision tests when the Higgs is heavy [23]
(see Sect. 6 for more details).
How large can λ be? In the NMSSM, the size of λ is limited by the requirement
that the coupling stays perturbative up to the GUT scale. As the Higgs is dual to a
composite state in our model, we only need to ensure perturbativity of λ at energies
below the IR cutoff (corresponding to the compositeness scale). The RG equation for
λ is
dλ2
d lnµ
=
λ4
2π2
, (67)
where µ is the RG scale. For example for λ = 1.8 at µ = 500 GeV, the coupling
becomes nonperturbative (λ2 > 4π) around µ = 45 TeV. As we discuss in Sect. 6,
this is above the IR cutoff that we assume. For such large λ, the (tree-level) Higgs
mass can be as heavy as 300 GeV. Since large loop corrections to the quartic coupling
are no longer needed to push the Higgs mass above the LEP bound, this ameliorates
the little hierarchy problem of the MSSM.
Fine-tuning is further reduced because naturalness bounds on soft masses are
considerably relaxed when the Higgs is heavy. In particular, allowing 20% tuning, the
naturalness bounds on stops and gluinos are [23]
mt˜ . 600 GeV
M3 . 1.2 TeV .
(68)
We will assume that the stops (and the left-handed sbottom) are heavy enough not
to be the LSP and that the gluino mass is close to this naturalness bound. We will
furthermore assume that also the electroweak gauginos are relatively heavy as allowed
by naturalness. With heavy gauginos there is a large region in parameter space for
which a heavy Higgs is compatible with electroweak precision tests (see Sect. 6 for
more details). The mixing of Higgsinos with gauginos is suppressed by the small gauge
couplings but their mixing with the singlino (from the superfield S) is enhanced by
the large coupling λ. When the gauginos are heavy, we can therefore neglect their
mixing with the Higgs sector fermions. In that case, the charged Higgsino has the
mass µeff ≡ λ〈S〉 and the masses of the three neutralinos N˜1 to N˜3 fulfill [23]
|mN˜1 | ≤ µeff < |mN˜2|, |mN˜3 | . (69)
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In particular, the lightest neutralino is the LSP. This Higgsino LSP is a viable dark
matter candidate as the mixing with the singlino sufficiently reduces the annihilation
cross section [23] (compared to a pure Higgsino LSP for which the relic abundance is
too low [37]). Thus, we have a perfectly acceptable dark matter candidate.
It was shown in [24] that, in a stable minimum and for κ < λ, the parameter µeff
lies in the range √
2
λmZ sin 2β√
g21 + g
2
2
. µeff . 3
λmZ sin 2β√
g21 + g
2
2
. (70)
For small tanβ and large λ, the lightest chargino is thus sufficiently heavy to avoid
the LEP bound on its mass. This solves the µ-problem of the MSSM.
Gravity mediation and anomaly mediation induce A-terms which are much smaller
than the soft scale mIR
soft
(see Sect. 3). In the limit aλ, aκ → 0, the Higgs potential is
invariant under the R-symmetry of Sect. 3.4. The Higgs vevs break this symmetry
spontaneously and the Higgs spectrum correspondingly contains a very light pseudo-
Nambu-Goldstone boson for aλ, aκ ≪ mIRsoft. The gaugino masses however contribute
radiatively to the A-terms and thereby raise the mass of this R-axion.16 The relevant
RG equations are (see e.g. [36])
daλ
d lnµ
= − 3
8π2
λ
[
1
5
g21M1 + g
2
2M2
]
+ · · · (71)
daκ
d lnµ
=
3
8π2
[
λ2aλ + 3κ
2aκ + 2λκaλ
]
. (72)
Here M1 and M2 are the masses of U(1)Y - and SU(2)L-gauginos, respectively. Since
the log-factor from the RG running, ln(mIR/mEW), only partially cancels the loop-
factor, we expect aλ ∼M2/10 ∼ 100 GeV. This already raises the mass of the R-axion
sufficiently to avoid collider constraints. The gauginos only contribute at two-loop
order to aκ which therefore is much smaller.
5 The little hierarchy
Let us take a closer look at the little hierarchy in our model. To determine the
maximal little hierarchy that stops, gauginos and Higgsinos can naturally stabilize,
we will discuss various loop corrections to the Higgs sector.
We begin with one-loop corrections due to standard model fermions. The largest
contributions come from the top and the bottom. Top loops are rendered safe by
corresponding stop loops. The bottom contribution, on the other hand, is only par-
tially cancelled because the right-handed sbottom is very heavy. But it can still be
16It can happen that the R-axion remains so light that it decays primarily to τ τ¯ . If the Higgs
decays dominantly to such R-axions, the LEP bound on the Higgs mass is lowered to 90 GeV [38].
This offers an alternative solution to the SUSY little hierarchy problem.
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sufficiently small due to the small Yukawa coupling and since loop corrections to the
Higgs are cut off at the warped-down scale ΛIR. Let us assume that tan β = O(1) and
that the mass of the (lightest CP -even) Higgs is 250 GeV. Using Eq. (1), we find
that for
ΛIR . 170 TeV , (73)
the bottom-sbottom contribution is less than five times the Higgs mass-squared. This
indicates that even with this relatively high cutoff, the tuning required as a conse-
quence of these one-loop corrections can be less than 20%.17 Due to other corrections
discussed below, we will however take the much lower cutoff ΛIR ≈ 40 TeV in the fol-
lowing. We will furthermore choose the KK mass scale mKK ≈ 30 TeV, so that there
is at least one KK mode in each tower before the theory becomes strongly coupled.
This corresponds to an IR scale mIR ≈ 10 TeV.
Next we consider one-loop corrections due to higher KK modes of standard model
fermions. Since KK modes are localized in the IR and we assume 5D Yukawa cou-
plings of order one (in units of k), these fermions couple unsuppressed to the Higgs.
The resulting large contributions to the Higgs mass are cancelled by their scalar
superpartners, up to an amount that is determined by the mass difference between
the superpartners. Scalar KK modes obtain SUSY-breaking masses from gravity-
mediation in the bulk and the messengers on the UV brane. The former contribution
is of order the soft scale mIR
soft
but the latter contribution can potentially be larger. To
see this, let us determine the wavefunction overlap with the UV brane of a scalar KK
mode with mass of order mKK. Ignoring the gravity-mediated soft mass in the bulk
and assuming that the wavefunction is not significantly affected by the soft mass on
the UV brane, we find (see [3])
f(y = 0) ∼
√
k e−kℓ |c−
1
2
| , (74)
where c is the mass parameter of the corresponding hypermultiplet. For c close to 1
2
,
the wavefunction overlap is large and we expect that the scalar KK mode picks up a
large soft mass from the UV brane. Correspondingly, we expect that the correction
to the Higgs mass from such a scalar KK mode and its fermionic superpartner is
relatively large.
Let us therefore determine the correction to the Higgs mass due to KK modes
and zero-modes from a given hypermultiplet. More precisely, Yukawa couplings to
the Higgs involve two hypermultiplets. For simplicity, we will assume that both hy-
permultiplets have the same mass parameter c, so that their KK decompositions
agree. Similarly, we take only the soft mass mUV
soft
& 1000 TeV on the UV brane into
account but ignore the much smaller gravity-mediated soft mass in the bulk. Before
performing a careful calculation using 5D propagators, let us estimate the correction
17See however the caveat in footnote 1. We expect a comparable naturalness constraint on ΛIR if
we directly consider the tuning to obtain the correct Z-mass. This is in particular the case if the
other scalars from the Higgs sector are not too close in mass to the lightest CP -even Higgs (see [16]).
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taking only modes with masses below the cutoff ΛIR into account. We then have to
distinguish two cases: For small c, the lowest scalar mode (which is massless in the
SUSY limit) is highly localized in the IR and correspondingly picks up only a small
soft mass from the UV brane. There are then four KK modes18 from a given hyper-
multiplet with masses below ΛIR = 40 TeV: A massless fermion (the standard model
fermion), a light scalar (its superpartner) and a scalar and a fermion with mass of
order mKK. Ignoring log-factors from the loop integrals, the combined correction to
the Higgs mass is roughly
∆m2H ∼
1
16π2
(
m20,b + m
2
1,b − m21,f
)
, (75)
where mi,b (mi,f) denote the mass of the i-th scalar (fermionic) KK mode. For larger
c, on the other hand, the lowest scalar mode becomes less and less localized in the IR
and correspondingly picks up a larger mass from the UV brane. Finally, it becomes
heavier than ΛIR = 40 TeV (at c ≃ 0.44 for mIR = 10 TeV and mUVsoft = 1000 TeV)
and only three KK modes remain in the low-energy spectrum. This means that the
quadratic divergence in the Higgs mass (which is cut off at ΛIR) due to the fermionic
zero-mode is no longer cancelled for larger c. As discussed before, this contribution
can nevertheless be small because the fermionic zero-mode becomes localized in the
UV for larger c and its wavefunction overlap with the IR brane (and thus its coupling
to the Higgs) becomes exponentially suppressed. In this regime, the correction to the
Higgs mass is roughly
∆m2H ∼
1
16π2
(
m21,b − m21,f + y2c Λ2IR
)
, where yc =
c− 1
2
e(2c−1)kℓ − 1 (76)
is the 4D Yukawa coupling of the fermionic zero-modes to the Higgs. The mass
quantization condition for the scalar KK modes reads (see [3, 17])
mn
k
Jc−1/2
(
mn
k
) − (mUVsoft)2
2k2
Jc+1/2
(
mn
k
)
mn
k
Yc−1/2
(
mn
k
) − (mUVsoft)2
2k2
Yc+1/2
(
mn
k
) = Jc−1/2
(
mn
mIR
)
Yc−1/2
(
mn
mIR
) , (77)
where J and Y are Bessel functions and we restrict ourselves to c > −1
2
. Via SUSY,
the masses of the fermionic KK modes are determined by the same relation with mUV
soft
set to zero. Using these results, we have plotted ∆mH ≡
√|∆m2H | for mIR = 10 TeV
and mUV
soft
= 1000 TeV in Fig. 2. We see that the correction becomes largest in the
transition region between the validity of Eqs. (75) and (76). This is not surprising
as the scalar zero-modes have a mass of order ΛIR in that region but the Yukawa
coupling yc of the fermionic zero-modes to the Higgs is still of order one. This also
shows that the contribution from higher KK modes in that region (which could have
been large) is at most comparable to the contribution from zero-modes. Finally, note
that the dip in Fig. 2 is due to an accidental cancellation in Eq. (76). This feature
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Figure 2: Estimate of the one-loop correction
∆mH to the Higgs mass due to KK modes with
masses below the cutoff ΛIR.
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Figure 3: One-loop correction ∆mH to the
Higgs mass due to a hypermultiplet using the
5D propagator.
disappears when we determine the correction more carefully (see below).
Let us now redetermine the correction to the Higgs mass due to hypermultiplets
using 5D propagators. This takes the contributions from all KK modes (and the
zero-modes) into account. As before, we will assume that both hypermultiplets in
the Yukawa coupling to the Higgs have the same c-value and we will only take the
SUSY-breaking mass on the UV brane into account.19 In mixed position-momentum
representation and evaluated on the IR brane, the propagators of the fermion and
the scalar are given by [17]
GF,B(p) = −e
2kℓ
k
I˜UVc+1/2
(
p
k
)
Kc+1/2
(
p
mIR
) − K˜UVc+1/2( pk) Ic+1/2( pmIR )
I˜ IRc+1/2
(
p
mIR
)
K˜UVc+1/2
(
p
k
) − I˜UVc+1/2( pk) K˜ IRc+1/2( pmIR ) , (78)
where p is the 4D momentum and we restrict ourselves to c > −1
2
. Here Iα and Kα
are the modified Bessel functions and I˜ iα for i ∈ {UV, IR} is defined as
I˜ iα(x) ≡ x Iα−1(x) − δi Iα(x) , (79)
and similarly for K˜iα. For the scalar, δ
UV = (mUV
soft
)2/2k2 and δIR = 0 whereas for the
fermion δUV = δIR = 0. The one-loop correction to the Higgs mass is then given by [17]
∆m2H =
3y25D
4π2
∫
dp p5
[
G2F (p)−G2B(p)
]
, (80)
where y5D is the 5D Yukawa coupling and we have assumed that the fermionic zero-
mode is a quark. In Fig. 3, we have plotted the correction ∆mH =
√|∆m2H | for
18Here we only count modes with even boundary conditions as odd modes do not couple to the
Higgs.
19In absence of SUSY breaking in the bulk, the KK modes effectively lower the cutoff from the
new-physics scale ΛIR to the IR scale mIR [17]. This follows simply from the fact that, with SUSY
being only broken on the UV brane, loop corrections on the IR brane are UV-finite by locality and
therefore cannot depend on the cutoff ΛIR. It is an interesting question whether the cutoff is still
lowered if SUSY is broken in the bulk by the spurion Φ.
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the case y5D = k
−1, mIR = 10 TeV and m
UV
soft
= 1000 TeV. Note in particular that
our estimate in Fig. 2 reproduces the result in Fig. 3 reasonably well. We see that
the correction becomes relatively large for c-values close to 0.4. More precisely, if
we want at most 20% tuning for a Higgs mass of 250 GeV, we must exclude c-
values between 0.3 and 0.53. We do not expect that this is a problem for successful
phenomenology: The statistical analysis performed in [33] to determine the c-values
that ‘most naturally’ reproduce the quark masses and the CKM matrix finds two
c-values which are marginally in that range, c = 0.317 for the top-bottom doublet
and c = 0.528 for the right-handed charm. But we have already discussed in Sect. 3.1
that there is some freedom in choosing these c-values. Note furthermore that in our
calculation we have assumed that the left- and right-handed hypermultiplet have
the same c. We expect that, if only one of both hypermultiplets lies in the region
0.3 < c < 0.53, the correction will be smaller.
Next, we will discuss loop corrections to the Higgs mass from the gauge sector.
Since the SUSY-breaking gaugino masses in the bulk and on the branes are at most of
order mIR
SUSY
, we can restrict our discussion to the zero-modes from the vector multi-
plets. Light gauginos, however, are not enough to guarantee that these corrections are
sufficiently small: The superpartners of the first two generations obtain high masses
mUV
soft
& 1000 TeV and can be integrated out below that scale. Without their super-
partners, the first-two-generation fermions only renormalize the gauge couplings and
not the couplings involving gauginos or D-terms (at one-loop). This induces a (hard
SUSY-breaking) mismatch between these couplings and thereby gives a contribution
to scalar masses in the IR [18],
∆m2
scalar
≈ n
2 − 1
6π2nγn
g4n
16π2
[(
mUV
soft
ΛIR
)γn
− 1
]
Λ2
IR
, (81)
where respectively n = 2, 3 for SU(2)L and SU(3)C . The parameter γn is the anoma-
lous dimension of the D-term-squared in the dual picture (see [18] for more details).
As in [18], we will take γ2 = 1/12 and γ3 = 1/4 as well as g2 = 0.6 and g3 = 1. Choos-
ing ΛIR = 40 TeV and m
UV
soft
= 1000 TeV, we find the following contributions to stop
and Higgs masses:20
∆m2t˜ ≈ (1.5 TeV)2 ∆m2H ≈ (350 GeV)2 . (82)
A stop mass mt˜ ≈ 600 GeV (as motivated in Sect. 4) thus requires a tuning in the
20%-range of this contribution against the gravity-mediated soft mass. The contribu-
tion to the Higgs mass in Eq. (82) in turn is negligible compared to that from stop
loops (which again introduce a tuning of order 20% for mt˜ ≈ 600 GeV, see Sect. 4).
Both contributions in Eq. (82) can be reduced with a lower cutoff or with smaller γn.
20In contrast to the findings of [13, 14], these contributions are relatively small even when the
first-two-generation superpartners have masses around 1000 TeV. The reason is that our cutoff ΛIR
is low and that the CFT (in the dual picture) provides a focussing effect for the vector multiplet
couplings [18].
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There is a potentially large correction to the Higgs mass from a D-term which
forces us to extend the gauge group of the standard model as we will now discuss
[18,39]: Recall first that a bulk vector multiplet consists of a vector multiplet V and
a chiral multiplet χ of N = 1 SUSY. The D-term in V is related to the scalar in χ
according to [29]
D = e−2k|y| [∂y − 2kǫ(y)]χ + · · · , (83)
where the ellipsis denote contributions from bulk hypermultiplets and brane-localized
chiral multiplets. A term linear in D on the UV brane, if induced by broken SUSY,
causes the profile of the scalar in χ to grow rapidly towards the IR. This leads to
excessive SUSY breaking in the IR. To ensure the absence of terms linear in D, the
D-terms have to carry a charge. In the standard model, however, the hypercharge
D-term is not charged under any symmetry. We therefore have to extend the stan-
dard model group [12, 18]. One possibility is a semi-simple GUT since D-terms for
nonabelian gauge groups are in the adjoint representation. Another possibility is the
left-right model of [40]21 in which the abelian D-term obtains a discrete charge.22
This extended symmetry moreover ensures that
Tr
[
Yim
2
scalar,i
]
= m2Hu −m2Hd + Tr
[
m2Q −m2L − 2m2u +m2d +m2e
]
. mIR
soft
, (84)
where Yi denotes the hypercharge of the i-th scalar and the mass matrices of scalar su-
perpartners m on the right-hand side are 3× 3-matrices in family space, and thereby
that D-term interactions give sufficiently small contributions to the Higgs mass (see
e.g. [41]). In the following, we will assume such an extension of the standard model.
We will furthermore assume that the extended group is broken down to the standard
model at the IR scale, leading to additional gauge bosons with masses around that
scale.
Let us now see how the little hierarchy between 10 TeV and the electroweak scale,
mIR
mEW
≈ 40 , (85)
can be generated in our model. Recall from Eq. (46) that the hierarchy between the
IR scale and the soft scale is determined by the quantity (CIR/M5)
3. The soft scale
in turn sets the scale of dimensionful parameters in the Higgs potential and thereby
controls the scale of electroweak symmetry breaking. For definiteness, we will set
mIR
soft
= mt˜ ≈ 2mEW. The little hierarchy in Eq. (85) then follows from a very modest
21This model has the gauge group SU(3)C × SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1)B−L and a discrete par-
ity symmetry. In the simplest realization, one would assign right-handed standard model fields to
doublets of SU(2)R. Since bulk fields in the same doublet have the same mass parameter c, it may
however be difficult to obtain the right 4D Yukawa couplings without some hierarchy in the 5D
Yukawa couplings. Alternatively, one may introduce additional particles to fill up the doublets.
22Similarly, we have to ensure that the D-term of the U(1)′ (see Sect. 3.1) has a discrete charge.
Alternatively, we can replace the U(1)′ by a nonabelian gauge symmetry.
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hierarchy between M5 and CIR:
M5
CIR
≈ 3.5 . (86)
To summarize, stops, gauginos and Higgsinos protect the Higgs from the cutoff
down to the electroweak scale. We estimate that the residual tuning required to
obtain the correct Z-mass for ΛIR ≈ 40 TeV is in the 20%-range. The little hierarchy
between the cutoff and the electroweak scale is controlled by the quantity (M5/CIR)
3
which can be large already for very modest hierarchies between M5 and CIR due to
the appearance of the third power.
6 Electroweak and Flavour Constraints
Let us briefly discuss various constraints on our model, beginning with electroweak
precision tests. Important constraints arise from the Peskin-Takeuchi parameters S
and T and the Zbb¯-coupling. In warped models with low KK mass scale, a custodial
symmetry is required to satisfy these constraints. But for our mIR ≈ 10 TeV (see
Sect. 5), the KK modes have masses of at leastmKK ≈ 30 TeV. This high scale ensures
that corrections to S, T and the Zbb¯-coupling from KK modes are sufficiently small
even without a custodial symmetry [42]. But we similarly have to check whether
no excessive corrections arise from the light modes. In particular, we want a heavy
Higgs to minimize fine-tuning. For large Higgs-singlet coupling λ, the Higgs mass
can be as large as 300 GeV (cf. Sect. 4). By itself, such a heavy Higgs would be
incompatible with electroweak precision tests. The contributions to S and T from
the scalars and fermions in the Higgs sector, stops and sbottoms were determined
in [23], assuming that the gauginos are sufficiently heavy to be neglected (cf. Sect. 4).
It turns out that the contribution from a heavy Higgs is cancelled by the other Higgs
sector particles (whose contributions are enhanced for large λ) for tan β . 3 and that
most of the parameter space is brought into the region of the S − T ellipse preferred
by experiment. This is another reason why we focus on small tan β in this work.
In addition, important constraints arise from flavour- and CP -violating processes.
Extensive studies of such processes in warped models with bulk fermions were un-
dertaken in [5, 6] (see [7] for a review and additional references). It was found that
the strongest constraints arise from the electric dipole moment of the neutron and
CP violation in Kaons. In particular, these constraints require respectively that
mKK & 6y5d TeV [5] and mKK & 49/y5d TeV [7], where y5d sets the overall scale of
5D Yukawa couplings in units of k. The fact that these constraints cannot be ful-
filled for low KK mass scales is known as the RS CP problem [5]. But assuming that
y5d ≈ 2 (which still allows for one or two KK levels before the 5D Yukawa couplings
become strongly coupled, see e.g. [7]), our KK mass scale of 30 TeV is sufficiently
high.
This ensures that KK modes of standard model fermions and gauge bosons do not
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lead to excessive flavour and CP violation. But in our supersymmetric model, we also
have to consider contributions from their superpartners. As we have discussed in the
introduction, we avoid the flavour problem of the MSSM by raising the masses of the
first-two-generation sparticles above 1000 TeV. Compared with fermionic and gauge
KK modes, higher KK modes of scalar superpartners have two additional sources of
flavour and CP violation: 1) Gravity mediation in the bulk leads to flavour-violating
masses of order mIR
soft
. 2) Assuming that the messenger sector on the UV brane is not
flavour-blind, there are large flavour-violating masses on the UV brane.23 As we have
seen in Eq. (74), the wavefunction overlap of scalar KK modes with the UV brane
can be large, meaning that they may obtain large flavour-violating masses from the
UV brane.
Let us assume that flavour is maximally violated by the masses of scalar KK
modes. This is a very conservative assumption as the wavefunction overlap with the
UV brane is large only for c close to 1
2
. We will now show that even then flavour- and
CP -violating processes mediated by scalar KK modes are sufficiently small. We first
consider ∆F = 2 processes which contribute to B-B and K-K mixing. The leading
RS diagram is tree-level KK gluon exchange [5], whereas the SUSY diagrams are
at loop level. The SUSY diagrams have the same flavour structure as the tree-level
diagrams and are therefore loop-suppressed compared to the KK gluon exchange; the
tree-level process itself is sufficiently small for mKK ≈ 30 TeV. Next are the ∆F = 1
processes, such as b→ sss, b→ sℓ+ℓ−, and b→ sγ. For b→ sss the RS diagrams are
again tree-level while the SUSY diagrams are loop-suppressed. The process b→ sℓ+ℓ−
is suppressed relative to the SM diagrams by a factor (µeff/mKK)
2/|V CKMts | (where µeff
is the effective µ-term, see Sect. 4). The process b→ sγ, finally, occurs at one-loop
in both RS models and SUSY models; however, the dimension-5 operators require a
chirality flip which for SUSY scalars can only originate from A-terms or the SUSY
Higgs mass times a Yukawa coupling. The A-terms can never be large in our model
as the Higgs is confined to the IR brane and they are protected by an approximate R-
symmetry. Consequently, the remaining SUSY scalar diagrams are identical to those
of KK gluon exchange [5] except that the scalar diagrams come with a suppression
factor of µeff/mKK. The dimension-6 operators for b→ sγ do not require a chirality
flip, but they are also sufficiently small for mKK ≈ 30 TeV. An additional concern
is from new CP violation—particularly from contributions to ǫK and the neutron’s
electric dipole moment [5, 7]. For mKK ≈ 30 TeV, the RS processes are sufficiently
suppressed [5,7]; meanwhile, as these CP -violating effects require a chirality flip, the
SUSY diagrams are again suppressed relative to the RS graphs by at least µeff/mKK.
23An alternative possibility is a flavour-blind mechanism such as gauge mediation. An R-sym-
metric version (so that gauginos remain light even when the SUSY-breaking scale is high) of gauge
mediation has been presented in [43].
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7 Conclusions
A warped extra dimension and supersymmetry are popular solutions to the hierarchy
problem. In addition, a warped extra dimension allows the fermion mass hierarchy
to be naturally generated. Both however are not without issues: In Randall-Sundrum
models, the IR scale has to be chosen much larger than the electroweak scale to
satisfy phenomenological constraints, leading to a little hierarchy problem. In the
MSSM, on the other hand, the tree-level Higgs mass is below the LEP bound. To
raise this mass radiatively, heavy stops are required, again causing a little hierarchy
problem. Additional issues in the MSSM are the flavour problem of supersymmetry
breaking and the µ-problem.24 We have shown that the combination of a warped
extra dimension and supersymmetry can lead to a model where these problems are
naturally avoided. Such a combination seems natural in light of string realizations of
the Randall-Sundrum model [44].
More precisely, we have shown how to generate and stabilize a little hierarchy
between the IR scale and the electroweak scale in a supersymmetric Randall-Sundrum
model. This allows for an IR scale around 10 TeV without causing excessive fine-
tuning. The resulting Kaluza-Klein scale is sufficiently heavy to comply with all
phenomenological constraints (in particular from CP violation) on Randall-Sundrum
models without the need to introduce custodial or flavour symmetries.
To this end, the warped extra dimension is stabilized by a bulk hypermultiplet
and a constant superpotential on the IR brane. Supersymmetry is broken on the
UV brane [17], leading to a superparticle spectrum where the first-two generation
squarks and sleptons are above 1000 TeV. This avoids the supersymmetric flavour
and CP problems. The gaugino is protected by an accidental R-symmetry [18] but
eventually obtains a mass close to the electroweak scale from either radion mediation
or a suppressed operator on the UV brane. The bulk hypermultiplet moreover obtains
an F -term from the UV brane and induces soft masses near the IR brane for stops,
sbottoms and the Higgs sector. The resulting soft scale can naturally be a factor
10−100 below the IR scale, thereby generating a little hierarchy between both scales.
This little hierarchy is stabilized against radiative corrections by stops, gauginos and
Higgsinos, which are the only superpartners in the low-energy spectrum apart from
sbottoms and possibly the gravitino. This is reminiscent of the particle content in
the more minimal supersymmetric standard model and related scenarios [11, 12].
To alleviate the supersymmetric little hierarchy problem, the Higgs sector on the
IR brane is extended with the inclusion of a singlet, as in the NMSSM. This yields
an additional contribution to the Higgs quartic coupling and can therefore raise the
Higgs mass already at tree-level. Since we have to require perturbativity of the Higgs-
24Of course, various solutions to all these problems exist. But often these solutions are plagued by
other problems (the tachyonic-slepton problem in anomaly mediation or the µ/Bµ-problem in gauge
mediation) or require complicated additional structure (such as flavour symmetries or custodial
symmetries in Randall-Sundrum models).
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singlet coupling only up to the IR scale, this effect can be much larger than in the
NMSSM. Tuning is further reduced because the Higgs can be relatively heavy. In
addition, log-factors from loop integrals are relatively small due to the low cutoff. We
have given an example where the residual tuning to obtain the correct Z-mass is in
the 20%-range. Examples with even less tuning may also be possible. Similar to the
NMSSM, the singlet moreover provides a solution to the µ-problem. To avoid a large
D-term contribution to soft masses the model must be embedded into a GUT group.
This allows for the possibility of gauge coupling unification as considered in Ref. [45].
Finally, the LSP is dominantly Higgsino in a well-motivated region of parameter
space. This Higgsino LSP is a viable dark matter candidate.
In the 4D dual interpretation the Higgs sector is composite. This protects the
Higgs mass from the Planck scale to the IR scale of order 10 TeV. The remaining little
hierarchy between the IR scale and the electroweak scale is explained by accidental
supersymmetry at low energies. Supersymmetry breaking occurs in the elementary
sector and is transmitted to the composite sector by marginal or marginally irrelevant
operators. The stabilization of the warped extra dimension requires a constant IR
superpotential which can be thought of as a gaugino condensate in a Seiberg dual
theory. It is beyond the scope of this work, but it would be worth exploring the 4D
dual interpretation further.
Let us finally comment on the relevance of our model for the LHC. The low-
energy spectrum accessible to the LHC has similarities with other realizations of
λSUSY [23–26]: We expect a relatively heavy Higgs and likely have a Higgsino LSP.
The only other light standard model superpartners (apart from the Higgsinos) are
stops, sbottoms and gauginos. But we also have specific predictions: Soft masses for
the Higgs sector, stops and sbottoms result from gravity mediation at the IR scale of
order 10 TeV. The dominant source of R-breaking soft terms, on the other hand, are
the gaugino masses. In particular, A-terms are generated mainly radiatively. It would
be interesting to study electroweak symmetry breaking under these conditions and to
see whether further predictions on the spectrum can be obtained. In addition, a radion
(and possibly its fermionic superpartner) around the soft scale is a unique prediction
of our model compared to general λSUSY scenarios and could be discovered at the
LHC. Higher KK modes and the remaining superpartners, on the other hand, may
only be accessible to next-generation colliders.
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A Radion stabilization for generic SUSY-breaking
potentials
Here we shall discuss the minimization of the radion potential for general SUSY-
breaking potentials U(Φ, F ). We will see that we obtain essentially the same minimum
as given in Sect. 2.
Using the general wavefunctions Eqs. (8)–(10) and the boundary conditions
Eq. (12), we first find that the wavefunctions take the simpler form
F = FUV e
(4−∆)k|y| F˜ ≡ 0 Φ = ΦUV e(4−∆)k|y|
Φ˜ = ǫ(y)
F †UV
(2∆− 6)k
(
ρ2∆−6 e(∆−1)k|y| − e(5−∆)k|y|) . (87)
The remaining integration constants FUV and ΦUV are determined by the boundary
conditions
∂U
∂ΦUV
= 0
∂U
∂FUV
= F †
UV
1 − ρ2∆−6
(∆− 3)k . (88)
According to the assumption discussed in Sect. 2, each Φ and F comes with
a factor k−1/2 in the SUSY-breaking potential U(Φ, F ) and the only other scale
involved is the SUSY-breaking scale MSUSY. It is convenient to write the SUSY-
breaking potential as a dimensionless function Û ≡ U/M4
SUSY
of the rescaled fields
Φ̂ ≡ Φ/(√kMSUSY) and F̂ ≡ F/(
√
kM2
SUSY
). The boundary conditions then take the
form
∂Û
∂Φ̂UV
= 0
∂Û
∂F̂UV
= F̂ †
UV
1 − ρ2∆−6
(∆− 3) . (89)
We are interested in the potential for ρ≪ 1. It is therefore sufficient to solve for
Φ̂UV and F̂UV as power series in ρ. From Eq. (89), we conclude that these power series
take the form (assuming ∆ > 3):
Φ̂UV = Φ̂
(0)
UV + Φ̂
(1)
UV ρ
2∆−6 + O(ρ4∆−12)
F̂UV = F̂
(0)
UV + F̂
(1)
UV ρ
2∆−6 + O(ρ4∆−12) .
(90)
For a generic function Û , the dimensionless coefficients Φ̂
(0)
UV etc. will generically be of
order one. Returning to the unrescaled variables, we see that then the coefficients in
the expansion of ΦUV are of order
√
kMSUSY and those for FUV are of order
√
kM2
SUSY
.
To determine the radion potential, we also need to know Φ˜UV. Using Eq. (87) and
the power series, we find
Φ˜UV =
F †UV
(6− 2∆)k
(
1 − ρ2∆−6)
=
1
(6− 2∆)k
[
F
(0) †
UV −
(
F
(0) †
UV − F (1) †UV
)
ρ2∆−6
]
+ O(ρ4∆−12) .
(91)
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Expanding the SUSY-breaking potential in ρ and using Eqs. (88) and (90), we simi-
larly find
U(ΦUV, FUV) = U
(
Φ
(0)
UV, F
(0)
UV
)
+
(
F
(0) †
UV F
(1)
UV
(∆− 3)k ρ
2∆−6 + h.c.
)
+ O (ρ4∆−12) . (92)
We now have all the necessary results to evaluate the 4D effective potential given
in Eq. (13). To determine the dependence on the scalar superpartner of the radion,
we promote the radion ρ to a chiral superfield ω via analytic continuation into super-
space [28, 30]. Performing the d4θ-integral, the potential in Eq. (13) depends on the
lowest component of this chiral superfield which we again denote by ω. Including the
contribution from the constant superpotential on the IR brane in Eq. (20), we find
for the ω-dependent part of the potential
V4 ⊃
(
(∆− 3)
2
M4U ω
2∆−6 + h.c.
)
+ 3
C6
IR
M24
|ω|4 + M4
SUSY
· O(ω4∆−12) , (93)
where
M4U ≡
|F (0)UV |2 + 2i Im
(
F
(0) †
UV F
(1)
UV
)
(∆− 3)2k . (94)
We see that, with the replacements M4
SUSY
→ |MU |4 and γ → γ + argM4U , this poten-
tial is identical to the potential Eq. (21). Its minimum is accordingly given by Eq. (22)
with the replacement MSUSY → |MU |. Since the coefficients in the expansion of FUV
are generically of order
√
kM2
SUSY
as argued before, we find that |MU | = O(MSUSY).
The minimum thus has the same dependence on the SUSY-breaking scale as before.
Let us now consider the constant part of the 4D effective potential. Including the
contribution from the constant superpotential on the UV brane in Eq. (20), it reads
V4 ⊃ U
(
Φ
(0)
UV, F
(0)
UV
) − |F (0)UV |2
(∆− 3)k − 3
C6
UV
M24
. (95)
From Eq. (89), we expect that Û ∼ 1 in the minimum for a generic function Û . The
first two terms in Eq. (95) are then of order M4
SUSY
. Assuming that their contribution
to the 4D effective potential is positive, to tune the cosmological constant to zero we
have to choose
C3
UV
∼ M4M2SUSY . (96)
The expansion leading to Eq. (93) breaks down in the region ω ∼ 1. We have to
check whether the energy density in this region is not smaller than in the minimum
Eq. (22). When ω ∼ 1, however, the energy density from the constant superpotential
on the IR brane is of order C6
IR
/M24 . Since we assume that M4M
2
SUSY
≪ C3
IR
, this is
much larger than the energy density in the minimum Eq. (22). We thus find that this
minimum is again the global minimum.
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SU(3)C SU(2)L U(1)Y U(1)
′
Q 3 2 1
3
0
Φ 1 1 0 1
X1 1 1 0 −12
X˜1 1 1 0
1
2
X2 3¯ 2¯ −13 12
X˜2 3 2
1
3
−1
2
Table 1: Charge assignments for the messengers X1, X˜1, X2 and X˜2, the left-handed
quark superfields Q and the spurion Φ.
B A simple messenger sector on the UV brane
Here we will present a simple messenger sector on the UV brane. For simplicity, we will
only discuss messengers which couple to left-handed squarks (or the corresponding
chiral multiplets). There will be corresponding messengers with the right quantum
numbers to couple to the remaining squarks and sleptons. More precisely, we consider
messengers X1, X˜1, X2 and X˜2 whose charge assignments under the standard model
gauge group and the U(1)′ are given in Table 1. Furthermore, Φ is the spurion and
we have suppressed the family index for the left-handed quark superfields Q. The
charge assignments allow for the superpotential
WX = QX1X2 + ΦX1X1 + MXX1X˜1 + MXX2X˜2 , (97)
where MX is a mass scale. Integrating out the messengers generates the coupling in
Eq. (34) (up to a loop factor). The R-violating coupling in Eq. (36), on the other
hand, is not generated as the messenger sector preserves the accidental R-symmetry.
This follows from the following R-charge assignments:
[X1] = [X2] = [Φ] =
2
3
[X˜1] = [X˜2] =
4
3
. (98)
It is straightforward to include messengers for the other squarks and sleptons in a
way that either preserves or breaks the accidental R-symmetry.
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